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Gallery Guide: Through and Through

Consider a hole in the centre, forming an empty centre, not part of the 
object but nevertheless constitutive of it. Without the hole, function is 
forestalled, the object cannot spin. 

Consider a hole in art’s centre, usually unnoticeable, not part of the 
artwork but somehow involved. Without the centre’s capacity to hold, the 
art cannot diffuse. 

Consider the size and shape of the hole. With a clean hole of the correct 
dimensions, the object plays back normally. With a roughly rendered hole, 
the object might warble or even skip.

Consider this para-centre as careless caretaker, as curious concierge. 
Consider this subtracted appendage as a careful functionary, as a defer-
ential exponent.

Consider that the whole (hole and object) in turn needs a playback device 
with amplification to reach an audience. But the circuitry is circular, for 
the audience can speak back now. It sometimes notices the hole but is 
trained to first receive the object in the foreground.

Consider that the maker of the object is sometimes interested in the hole 
and knows a thing or two about it.
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Consider that the artist sometimes pays attention to the hole and knows a 
thing or two about how it enables the spin.

Consider that the purveyor of the hole is continuously surrounded by 
objects and might be capable to mix objects together.

Consider that the curator is immersed in objects and might understand 
how to mix one object with others in a way that augments their conver-
sational properties.

Consider purveyor as maker, and maker as purveyor. Holes as both crude 
and clean. Walls as solid and porous. Objects as delimited and dependent.

Consider holes as conductors with endless recombinant plays of repre-
sentation up their sleeves. 

Consider the distinctions between object and hole to be blurry unless you 
have territorial aspirations and affinities for precipices. 

Consider Laurie Anderson’s quip that it’s not the bullet that kills you (it’s the 
hole). The parentheses are symptomatic.
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1. An artist hole

This is an artist’s hole because an artist is messy, impatient, unskilled, thick, angry, acute, violent, 
destructive, animal, noisy, powerful, poor, raw, revolutionary, ritualistic, monist, unrepentant, 
persistent, hammered.
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2. A curator hole 

This is a curator’s hole because a curator is meticulous, astute, professional, proper, rational, 
predominant, privileged, patient, painstaking, fastidious, organized, scheduled, directional, boring, 
focused, scopophilic, resolute.
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3. A curator hole 

This is a curator’s hole because a curator is manually inept, imperious, inconsiderate, frustrated, 
ornery, irritable, contemptuous, shameless, rudderless, powerless, underfunded, ham-fisted, 
human, entropic, glitchy, wasted.
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4. An artist hole

This is an artist’s hole because an artist is manually skilled, perfectionist, obsessive, bored, 
entranced, single-minded, smooth, sharp, clean, clear, calm, subtle, accurate, probing, posthuman, 
unwavering, telescopic, spectral, infinite.
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